B. Streetscape on 228th St. SE

Proposed

Existing

Figure U3

1. Street Trees at Sidewalk Where Possible.
2. Signage at Ground Level.
3. To Allow Views of Businesses, Where Appropriate.
4. Attractive Ponds or Floral Displays. Ponds up
5. Median with Landscaping. Street Trees with
7. Existing Trees Frame View.
8. Bus Pullout and Shelter.

Proposed

B. Streetscape Conceptual

228th Street Conceptual Provides an Opportunity for a

- Improve the Community’s Appearance Overall.
- Increase Capital Investment in Streetscape’s Trees and Minimize to
- Identify a Program of Improvements - Street Trees’
- Determine, in Large Measure, the Community’s

The “Streetscape” Quality of Boulevard arterials

(conceptual)